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Our independence cost too much to have our liberty and property
wrested from us, and we put under guardianship without even the form
of a trial. Should we sanction these proceedings, no one in the evening
of life could dwell secure, but would tremble at the approach of any
one that entered his door, lest he was then to be called to surrender all
that would render life desirable. Shumway v. Shumway, 2 Vt. 339,
1829 WL 1106 (1829). 2

1.

Author’s Note.

Self-examination is difficult and often risky. Nonetheless, it is essential for
reasoned progress. A recent national survey commissioned by the American Bar
Association (ABA) Commission on Law and Aging notes that basic guardianship data is
unavailable, “offering courts, policymakers, and practitioners little guidance for
improving the system.” 3 Policymakers are “unable to make informed policy and practice
decisions without an adequate knowledge base of what exists and what trends are
evident.” 4 This article is not intended to be a criticism of the author's judicial district; it
is presented solely to identify areas in which institutional improvement may be
warranted.
2.

Introduction.

We may be judged by the way we treat our weaker and more vulnerable citizens. 5
We therefore devote considerable resources to protect children who may be harmed by
the intentional or neglectful conduct of others. Some of our elderly citizens are as weak
and vulnerable as children, yet we may be judged harshly for our imperfect attempts to
assist them in the last season of their lives. Indeed, it has been said that "the manner in
which a society behaves with its old people unequivocally reveals the truth--often
carefully masked--of its principles and its ends." 6
Guardianship intervention is inevitable for some elderly citizens, and the number
of local guardianships will proliferate as the elderly population increases and pro se
access to the court is expanded. 7 Guardianship is “a complicated, little-known corner of
the law where courts can grant strangers tremendous power over vulnerable family
members.” 8 Guardianship has been described as “a legal mechanism for substitute
decision making which comes in the guise of benevolence, as it was originally intended
to protect the disabled individual and his property from abuse, dissipation of resources,
and the effects of designing persons. It is an exercise of the state’s role as parens patriae
for the mentally and physically disabled. Yet, guardianship, in reality, reduces the
disabled person to the status of a child.” 9 Despite the severity of state intervention,
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guardianship orders are issued by judges, "without full information, often interpreting
statutes not examined by appellate courts, all without adequate staff to implement
safeguards both before and after guardianship is established." 10
Guardianship involves the inverse concepts of state intervention and personal
liberty. In social science terms, any guardianship system will yield false negatives
(failure to appoint a guardian when needed, otherwise known as a Type 1 error) or false
positives (approval of guardianship when not necessary, otherwise known as a Type 2
error). 11 Judges control the means by which neither error subsumes the other and
equilibrium is maintained. However, judicial control cannot be exercised in isolation; it
must be predicated upon accurate pre-guardianship information and effective monitoring
systems. Many guardianship studies have been published recently, but all analytical
roads lead to one conclusion: guardianship is most efficacious through judicial oversight
and structured monitoring. As stated more than a decade ago:
Guardianship law and practice, while varying from state to
state, has generally been criticized as "procedurally
inadequate, substantively archaic, demeaning to the elderly,
and operating in a manner that permits widespread abuse."
The practices following a guardian's initial appointment are
of particular concern. A significant number of jurisdictions
do not have an established system to monitor the
guardianship, and most do little to provide any systematic
oversight of the guardian's actions. A call for reform has
gone out. Many states have responded with legislative
action in the form of statutory reform of existing
guardianship laws. However, court implementation of
effective guardianship monitoring practices has been
lacking. 12
What is generally described above remains specifically accurate in Washoe
County, Nevada. A statistical analysis of local guardianships demonstrates that Washoe
County guardianships do not compare well to “exemplary” courts in which best practices
exist. As but a few examples, 64% of all Washoe County guardianships begin as
temporary guardianships in which an order is entered before the proposed ward is given
notice of the action and an opportunity to respond. The judges granted 99% of the ex
parte petitions for temporary guardianship. Few proposed wards are represented by
counsel or guardians ad litem. Only 7% of the petitions sought limited authority in
recognition of the proposed wards’ situational capacity. Inventories, personal status
reports, and financial accountings were late or missing in alarming numbers. There were
also recurring substantive problems relating to the content of petitions and medical
evidence, sufficiency of notice, consistency of orders and financial accountings, statutory
noncompliance with inventory requirements, widely divergent administrative expenses,
and post-death property disposition orders. Finally, judges have no county resources with
which to investigate the propriety of guardianship or monitor the performance of their
guardians. Washoe County can improve its guardianship systems and adopt best
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practices by implementing several reforms, each of which is fully discussed in this
article.
Most reform proposals are predicated upon adequate funding. In this era of
financial constraints, the question of why the judiciary and its funding agency should
devote scare resources to guardianship systems and monitoring is relevant. The answer
has best been stated as follows:
First, historically, courts have had a parens patriae duty to
protect those unable to care for themselves. Parens patriae
is the fundamental basis for guardianship and the primary
justification for curtailing civil rights. The court appoints a
guardian to carry out this duty and the guardian is a
fiduciary bound to the highest standards. In reality,
observed one judge, “the court is the guardian; an
individual who is given that title is merely an agent or arm
of that tribunal in carrying out its sacred responsibility.”
Second, unlike with decedent’s estates, the incapacitated
person is a living being whose needs may change over
time. This argues for more active court oversight. Third,
monitoring can be good for the guardian by offering
guidance and support in the undertaking of a daunting role.
Fourth, monitoring can be good for the court by providing a
means of tracking guardianship cases and gauging the
effect of court orders. Finally, monitoring will boost the
court’s image and inspire public confidence. 13
3.

The Shifting Demographics of Age.

a.
National Statistics. Individual Americans are living longer, and a greater
proportion of Americans within the aggregate population are growing elderly. 14 The agerelated statistics are staggering. Seventy-eight million “baby boomers” were born
between 1946 and 1964. 15 Approximately 8,000 Americans reach their 60th birthday
every day. 16 The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on
Aging, reports there were 3.1 million Americans over the age of 65 in 1900, 33.2 million
in 1994, and 36.3 million in 2004. The number of Americans over the age of 65 will
almost double to 71.5 million by 2030. 17
The average life expectancy for older Americans is also increasing. While there
were 4.2 million Americans over the age of 85 in 2000, there will be 8.9 million
Americans over the age of 85 in 2030. The real growth in this population will occur as
the baby boomers age; the cumulative growth in this population is expected to exceed
400% between 1995 and 2050. Elderly Americans typically own a home and investment
accounts, with an aggregate value in excess of 15 trillion dollars. 18 It is estimated that
people over the age of 50 control at least 70% of household net worth. 19
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An estimated 6% of Americans aged 65 or older have Alzheimer’s disease, a
degenerative condition that leads to dementia. Other causes of dementia include strokes,
brain tumors, and a variety of endocrine, metabolic, and nutritional disorders. 20 The U.S.
Census Bureau estimates that approximately 25% of people over the age of 85 suffer
from Alzheimer’s disease. 21 Medical and social attempts to extend life have been
successful, but our elderly citizens require a disproportionately larger share of services
and public support. 22 Accordingly, “[t]he number of people requiring a guardian is
expected to increase considerably in the years ahead.” 23
b.
Washoe County Statistics. Washoe County identified challenges and
aspirations associated with its aging population in its Strategic Plan For Washoe County
Senior Citizens: 2006 – 2016. 24 As the second most populous county in Nevada, Washoe
County is experiencing a migration of older adults to its communities. In 2003, almost
15% of the total population in Washoe County was over the age of 60. In 2006, there
were an estimated 59,353 citizens aged 60 or older. Washoe County estimates its citizens
over the age of 60 will increase more than 40% in the next ten years to approximately
84,619. An estimated 6,000 people with Alzheimer ’s disease or dementia were living in
the Reno/Sparks area in 2006. This number is predicted to double in the next 20 years.
Thus, Washoe County is not immune from the social and economic effects of aging.
4.

Legal Consequences of Aging.

a.
Incapacity. The law presumes all adults enjoy mental capacity, “meaning
they are capable of making rational decisions and so are best situated to make decisions
on their own behalf.” 25 The law does not presume rational people will always make
rational decisions. 26 However, some people, through no fault of their own, become
incapable of managing their personal and financial affairs as they travel through the last
season of their lives. 27 Incapacity is not a label with definite meaning as the elderly
experience age-related effects differently. Each elderly person faces a unique set of
challenges, "each maintaining a varying degree of ability to function that may fluctuate
with time and circumstances." 28
b.
Vulnerability. Aging has been described as the process of loss: "As we
grow older, we lose acuteness of hearing, sight and memory. Our stature, vigor, agility
and mobility are diminished. Our skin loses elasticity, our bones lose calcium and
weaken, and our muscles lose size and strength. As we age, the incident of chronic
illness and disabling conditions rises." 29 Aged citizens also lose their ability to defend
themselves; they become vulnerable to the improper actions of others, to include abuse,
neglect, exploitation, and isolation. The National Center on Elder Abuse estimates that
between 1 and 2 million Americans age 65 or older have been injured, exploited, or
otherwise mistreated by someone on whom they depended for care or protection. 30 Many
caregivers are family members, and family dynamics are “almost impossible for the court
to try to unravel.” 31 The frequency of elder abuse and neglect will undoubtedly increase
as the population ages. Elder abuse and neglect exist within Washoe County in
disturbing numbers. In fiscal year 2004-05 there were 1,624 complaints of elder abuse in
Washoe County, which exceeds one-third of all complaints made statewide. 32 The most
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common complaint was for self neglect. 33 Nevada statutory law contemplates the
vulnerability of elderly citizens in its civil and criminal codes. 34
5.

Guardianship as the State’s Response.

a.
Guardianship Generally Defined. The western concept of guardianship
can be traced to the Greek, Roman, and British Empires. 35 Guardianship also existed in
Colonial America. The legal and philosophical basis is parens patriae, which “obligates
the state to care for the vulnerable and less fortunate.” 36 Guardianship is the legal
proceeding in which a person is divested of legal autonomy and subjugated to the control
of another person or entity. It is critical for at-risk elderly citizens, but it is also a drastic
intervention in which the guardian is given substantial and often complete authority over
the lives of vulnerable wards. 37 Guardianship has been described as “the most inclusive
method of substituted decision making for individuals for whom it has been judicially
determined that they cannot act for themselves.” 38
b.
Legal and Emotional Consequences of Guardianship Upon the Ward.
Guardianship is “protective yet oppressive, an instrument of beneficence that can at the
same time bring a dire loss of rights.” 39 A guardianship ward typically loses basic rights,
such as the right to vote, sign contracts, buy or sell real estate, manage finances, marry or
divorce, decide where to live, and make decisions about medical procedures. 40 As
described by one court, “[a]lthough the determination of incompetency is in no way a
criminal proceeding, the result in terms of the defendant’s liberty interests may be very
similar. [The elderly ward] may be deprived of control over his residence, his
associations, his property, his diet, and his ability to go where he wishes.” 41
Guardianship can also have devastating personal and emotional effects upon wards,
which when coupled with an intimidating legal environment, can affect confidence, wellbeing, and morale. The imposition of guardianship may also cause confusion, alienation,
and loss of control. 42 In sum, the guardianship process can exacerbate the very frailties
that made guardianship necessary.
c.
Guardians’ Responsibilities Generally Defined. A guardianship is a trust
relationship in which the guardian acts in a fiduciary capacity and is charged with the
duty of unbending loyalty. 43 Being a guardian is not easy, and a person should
cautiously assume the responsibilities of guardianship without training or experience.
Indeed, being a guardian is “one of society’s most serious and demanding roles.” 44 The
duties of a guardian are broad, complex, and potentially confusing. 45 They have been
described as follows:
[A] good guardian [must] be knowledgeable about housing
and long-term care options, community resources,
protection and preservation of the estate, accounting,
medical and psychological treatment, public benefits and
communication with elderly and disabled individuals. A
guardian should develop advocacy skills; assume case
management functions, monitor the ward’s living situation,
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make decisions that are, to the greatest extent possible, in
accord with the ward’s values; avoid any conflict of
interest; and regularly report to the court. 46
d.
Guardian Process Generally Defined. There is no uniform guardianship
act. Guardianship statutes are specific to each state and an examination of competing
statutes exceeds the scope of this article. An example of Nevada's statutory scheme is
attached as Appendix A. In general, the guardianship proceeding is susceptible to a twopart analysis. The “front end” of a guardianship involves the procedural and substantive
requirements for establishing the guardianship, whereas the “back end” involves judicial
oversight of the guardian’s conduct and the ward’s welfare through effective monitoring
systems. 47 As noted by one scholar, guardianship is an ongoing process that lasts for the
lifetime of the elderly ward. 48
The front-end requirements generally include an initial petition for guardianship,
which is supported by medical or similar evidence demonstrating the proposed ward's
incapacity. The guardianship petitioner may seek emergency, temporary authority or
permanent authority. Temporary authority may be granted without notice, whereas
permanent authority is predicated upon notice and the opportunity to be heard. Guardians
may be appointed over the ward's person or the ward's estate. Many guardians are
appointed over both the ward's person and estate. Individual statutes will establish who
may petition to be guardian, the priority among competing petitioners, the nature of
incapacity evidence, notice provisions, the appointment of investigators, attorneys, or ad
litem advocates, and the relevant standards of proof. In many states the level of
guardianship authority may be commensurate with the ward's functional needs. In other
words, some guardians are given plenary authority whereas other guardians are given
specifically- enumerated limited authority.
The back-end requirements generally include the posting of a financial bond, the
filing of an initial inventory, periodic reports of person, and periodic financial
accountings. Some states, such as Nevada, require the guardian to petition for
instructions before performing certain acts on behalf of their wards. The procedures for
guardianship termination may also be included within the back-end analysis. The
technical back-end requirements are essentially tools to help the court monitor the ward's
health and welfare after the guardianship order is entered.
6.

Inadequacy of Guardianship Data.

The ABA and National Center on Elder Abuse recently published the results from
their survey of adult guardianship data collected from state court administrators. 49 The
survey found that state court administrators do not receive adequate information about
trial court guardianships. Too few states collect information about guardians of person
and estate as distinct case types, administrative offices do not receive guardianship
information beyond the number of filings and dispositions, only five states report elder
abuse as a distinct case type, and almost 50% of administrative offices would be
interested in compiling additional data. 50 The survey authors concluded there is a
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profound need for uniform, consistent guardianship data, which will become ever more
important as demographic trends increase the number of guardianships in the future. 51
The survey did reveal some promising developments. Individual researchers in
California, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, Oregon, Vermont, and Virginia have made
efforts to compile meaningful guardianship data. This article is a contribution toward
those efforts.
7.

Newspaper Criticisms.

In 1986 the Associated Press published a six-part investigative series entitled
Guardians of the Elderly: An Ailing System. The series involved 57 reporters, 50 states,
and more than 2,000 randomly selected guardianships. The series is oft-quoted for its
conclusion that, “the nation’s guardianship system, a crucial last line of protection for the
ailing elderly, is failing many of those it is designed to protect.” 52 The series also
denounced “a dangerously burdened and troubled system that regularly puts elderly lives
in the hands of others with little or no evidence of necessity, then fails to guard against
abuse, theft and neglect.” 53 The following recurring problems were identified in the
Associated Press series:
-

There was no unified system of guardianship laws. The
differing laws led to procedures that were vague and
incomprehensible.

-

Guardianships were often granted without meaningful
review. Due process was frequently violated in
proceedings that divested elderly citizens of fundamental
rights and relegated them to the status of a child.

-

Guardianships were rarely terminated except upon the
ward’s death.

-

Courts were overburdened and lacked resources to monitor
the guardians.

-

Incapacity assessments were based upon ill-defined
criteria. 54

Several other newspapers published critical stories about guardianships during the
past few years. 55 In 2005, the Los Angeles Times published a three-part series entitled
Guardians for Profit, with the subparts When a Family Matter Turns into a Business,
Justice Sleeps While Seniors Suffer, and Missing Money, Unpaid Bills and Forgotten
Clients. The L.A. Times reviewed more than 2,400 adult guardianships in Southern
California, including every guardianship in which a private, for-profit guardian was
appointed between 1997 and 2003. The reports are troubling, and may be summarized by
one quoted attorney’s lament: “This is what we’ll have to look forward to – that we’ll be
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disposable when we no longer have a voice.” 56 The L.A. Times identified the following
recurring problems:
-

Procedural safeguards were too often ignored in emergency
guardianships.

-

Guardians’ misuse of “their near-parental power over
fragile adults, ignoring their needs and isolating them from
loved ones.”

-

Excessive guardian fees depleted the wards’ estates.

-

Guardians misunderstood or overlooked their fiduciary
duties to their wards.

-

Guardianships were difficult to terminate.

-

Guardians ignored their wards’ wishes, particularly for
placements, communications, and social interactions.

-

Guardians lacked certification and training.

-

Guardianship judges abdicated their oversight
responsibilities by failing to enforce reporting and
accounting requirements. “Judges are supposed to monitor
the guardians’ conduct, scrutinize their financial reports,
and sanction those who misuse their authority. Yet courts
have failed dismally in this vital role. Judges frequently
overlooked incompetence, neglect and outright theft.”

The L.A. Times series illustrates that many of the problems identified during the
past 20 years still exist today. The local survey results set forth in Section 11 of this
article reveals the existence of these problems within the author's own jurisdiction. The
suggested reforms in Section 12 are offered in response to the general problems above
and the specifically-identified problems in Washoe County, Nevada.
8.

Policymaker Interest, Legal Association Studies, and Reforms.

Public policy should not be driven by press accounts, which may be inspired by
both legitimate concerns and commercial realities. As noted by one commentator,
“[m]uch of the criticism of guardianship proceedings stems from a few highly publicized,
notorious, and particularly heinous examples of guardians’ abuse and neglect of wards.
Whether these examples constitute the exceptions or the rule of how guardianships
actually function [is] unknown.” 57 Nonetheless, press accounts have led to policymaker
interest, legal association studies, and substantial reforms.
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a.
Policymaker Interest. The U.S. Senate and House of Representatives have
both expressed concerns about guardianships and considered versions of bills calling for
an Elder Justice Act, which would establish an advisory board on elder abuse, neglect,
and exploitation. 58 A few examples are included to demonstrate why local jurisdictions
should be proactive now, as opposed to waiting until they are placed under the
uncomfortable lens of a public microscope.
The U.S. House Subcommittee on Aging convened a hearing just five days after
the first Associated Press article was published. 59 Chairman Claude Pepper summarized
his concerns as follows:
The typical ward has fewer rights than the typical felon . . .
By appointing a guardian, the court entrusts to someone
else the power to choose where they will live, what medical
treatment they will get and, in rare cases, when they will
die. It is, in one short sentence, the most punitive civil
penalty that can be levied against an American citizen, with
the exception, of course, of the death penalty. . . .
Guardianship proceedings are often highly adversarial,
pitting children against parents, spouses against
stepchildren, and siblings against each other. Guardianship
proceedings are often commenced for the convenience of
state case workers or long-term care facilities, or to relieve
adult children of the ongoing need to worry about the risks
run by an aging parent attempting to remain independent. . .
. The issues at stake in an adult guardianship often pose
difficult conflicts among highly personal values and
priorities, without a clear or objective “right” answer. 60
The U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging conducted a hearing in 2003, partly
because of the high profile guardianship of an elderly, federal retiree in the Washington,
DC area. 61 The hearing was entitled Guardianship over the Elderly: Security Provided or
Freedom Denied. Chairman Larry E. Craig noted, “When used correctly in very extreme
cases, guardianships can be an important tool in securing the physical and financial safety
of an incapacitated elderly person. At the same time, guardianship can divest an elderly
person of all the rights and freedoms we consider important as citizens.” 62 The Senate
Special Committee concluded its hearing by directing the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO) to study problems associated with guardianships.
As noted later in this article, the L.A. Times series led directly to legislative
interest and the enactment of the 2006 California Omnibus Conservatorship and
Guardianship Reform Act. The U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging conducted a
hearing in September, 2007, entitled Exploitation of Seniors: America’s Ailing
Guardianship System. 63 The hearing was conducted partly in response to a high-profile
family dispute in New York City involving philanthropist Brooke Astor. 64
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b.
Government Accounting Office Reports. As noted above, the U.S. Senate
Special Committee on Aging directed the GAO to study guardianships and prepare a
report of its findings. The GAO was specifically instructed to examine: 1) what state
courts do to ensure that guardians fulfill their responsibilities, 2) what guardianship
programs recognized as exemplary do to ensure guardians fulfill their responsibilities,
and 3) how state courts and federal agencies work together to protect incapacitated
elderly people. 65 The report, entitled Guardianships: Collaboration Needed to Protect
Incapacitated Elderly People, was delivered on July 13, 2004. The GAO identified
several problems with guardianships. For example, court procedures for implementing
guardianships were inconsistent among the states. Some states did not recognize
guardianships established in other states, and few states had adopted procedures for
accepting transfer of guardianships from other states. Most states did not track the
number of active guardianships, and only a few could provide the number of
guardianships involving elderly wards. 66 The GAO noted an inherent problem in
guardianships and then recognized four “exemplary” courts as follows:
Guardians . . . do not always act in the best interest of the
people they are appointed to protect. Some have conflicts
of interest that pose risks to incapacitated people. While
many people appointed as guardians . . . serve
compassionately, often without any compensation, some
will act in their own interest rather than in the interest of
the incapacitated person. Oversight of . . . guardians . . . is
intended to prevent abuse by the people designated to
protect the incapacitated people. 67
....
Judges for four courts widely recognized as having
exemplary guardianship programs devote staff to the
management of guardianships, allowing the courts to
specialize and develop programs for guardianship training
and oversight. For example, the court we visited in Florida
provided comprehensive reference materials for guardians
to supplement training. The other three courts offered
training to guardians even though state law does not require
it. Three of the exemplary courts have programs in which
volunteers or student interns visit people under
guardianship and report on their condition to the court. For
example, the court in New Hampshire recruits volunteers,
primarily retired senior citizens, to visit incapacitated
people, their guardians, and care providers at least
annually, and submit a report of their findings to court
officials. Exemplary courts in Florida and California also
have permanent staff to investigate allegations of fraud,
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abuse, or exploitation or cases in which guardians have
failed to submit required reports. 68
The Senate Special Committee on Aging directed the GAO to re-visit its 2004
report. The GAO delivered its second report, Guardianships: Little Progress in Ensuring
Protection for Incapacitated Elderly People, on September 7, 2006. The GAO noted little
progress had been made, and oversight remained a crucial component “to prevent abuse
by the people designated to protect the incapacitated people.” 69
c.
Legal Association Response. The ABA Commission on the Mentally
Disabled and Legal Problems of the Elderly convened a national guardianship
symposium in July, 1988, partly in response to the Associated Press series. The
conference is now known as Wingspread. The attendees were hand-picked experts
representing a variety of disciplines. 70 The symposium resulted in several
recommendations, which were set forth in Guardianship: An Agenda for Reform. 71
Among other substantive areas, the conference attendees noted the need for improved
judicial practices and monitoring. With respect to monitoring, the attendees made six
recommendations that were later endorsed by the ABA House of Delegates. 72 As part of
their conclusions, the attendees noted, “[g]iven the serious loss of liberty and
vulnerability of the incapacitated ward, it is essential that the court regularly receives and
reviews basic information about the ward’s well-being, utilization of funds, and
guardians' actions.” The attendees also recognized the burden on court resources and
suggested that “volunteers, review boards and investigators [be used] to verify the
contents of the report and the circumstances of the ward." 73
Wingspread led to an ABA national survey of monitoring practices, which was
supported by the State Justice Institute and completed in 1991. 74 The survey identified
ten recommended "monitoring steps." At about this same time, the State Justice Institute
also funded an AARP monitoring project featuring trained volunteers to serve as court
visitors, auditors, and records researchers. 75 In 1993, the National Probate Court
Standards recommended procedures for guardianship monitoring, and in 1997, the
Uniform Guardianship and Protective Proceedings Act was revised to include a section
on guardianship monitoring. 76
In November, 2001, more than 80 national experts convened to re-visit the issues
first raised at Wingspread. This second conference is now known as Wingspan. 77 The
conference resulted in 68 recommendations, some of which are summarized as follows. 78
-

There should be mandatory education for all judges hearing
guardianship cases.

-

There should be adequate funding for investigations at the
inception of the guardianship and for oversight for the duration of
the guardianship.

-

Reports and accountings should be frequently audited.
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-

Effective monitoring requires: (a) a functional assessment of the
abilities and limitations of the person with diminished capacity; (b)
an order appropriate to meet the needs of the person with
diminished capacity (with preference given to as limited a
guardianship as possible); (c) an annual plan based on the
assessment and an annual report, appropriately updated, based on
the plan; and (d) inclusion of any other mandated reports which are
the guardian’s responsibility, such as reports to the Social Security
Administration or the Department of Veterans Affairs.

-

Courts should maintain adequate data systems to assure that
required plans and reports are timely filed.

-

Courts should be primarily responsible for monitoring.

-

Monitoring should be enforced regardless of who is serving as
guardian.

-

Guardianship cases should be delegated to judges who have special
training and experience in guardianship matters. 79

In November, 2004, the National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys, National
Guardianship Association, and National College of Probate Judges convened a Wingspan
Implementation Session at their joint conference. 80 The participants identified specific
action steps for 19 of the 68 Wingspan recommendations, which are referred to in Action
Steps on Adult Guardianship Progress. 81 Relevant action steps are identified as follows:
-

Action Step 56-1: States should consider the creation of
specialized courts to handle guardianship matters.

-

Action Step 56-2: The Supreme Court in each state should
mandate training of judges to achieve core competency in
guardianship matters prior to judges assuming responsibility for
those cases.

-

Action Step 56-3: The Supreme Court in each state should
mandate training of court staff to achieve core competency in
guardianship matters prior to the court/support staff assuming
responsibility for those cases.

-

Action Step 56-4: The funding entity of the court should allocate
funds for the initial and continuing education of court staff in
guardianship matters.
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-

Action Step 56-5: The National College of Probate Judges and/or
the National Judicial College should develop and promote a
judicial education module for judges and court staff in
guardianship matters.

Reformation of judicial processes can be slow and indiscernible, and constant
reform can be counterproductive. 82 But improving guardianship monitoring systems now
is essential, particularly as age-related demographics shift and existing problems have
been identified. The Wingspread recommendations and subsequent action steps suggest
the need for judicial education and leadership. With such education and leadership,
incremental improvements can be made. Judges will require greater accountability and
demand increased or creative funding solutions once they become acquainted with the
systematic and social problems identified by national commentators. The likelihood of
success will be stagnated until judges lead the reform efforts.
d.
Recent Reforms. More than 30 states, including Nevada, have
substantially reformed their guardianship statutes in the last 20 years. 83 Examples of
reform legislation include the right to counsel, the right to effective notice, standardized
forms and petition requirements, the right to be present at hearings, the right to crossexamination, the development of least restrictive alternatives, and the requirement of
proof by clear and convincing evidence. 84 The trend in guardianship reform is greater
autonomy for the ward. 85 Some legislation is traceable to press criticisms. For example,
in response to the L.A. Times series, California recently enacted the 2006 California
Omnibus Conservatorship and Guardianship Reform Act, which requires increased court
investigations, licensing, and oversight of guardian sale transactions. 86 Guardianship
reform remains an ongoing effort across the country. The GAO identified several states
that had recently modified their guardianship statutes. As other examples, Nevada
amended its statute to require additional certification and training for private professional
guardians in 2005. The Wisconsin legislature passed a major guardianship reform bill in
2006, after 12 years of study and consideration. 87 Vermont also made changes during its
2005-06 legislative session. 88 The Texas legislature recently created a Guardianship
Certification Board, which is comprised of 15 members appointed by the judicial and
executive branches. 89
A good example of reform legislation is the emphasis upon limited guardianships,
which in Nevada are referred to as special guardianships. 90 The limited guardianship is
touted as the most significant of all reforms. 91 Historically, guardianship authority was
evenly imposed upon all wards, even though incapacity is situational. The contemporary
view is that general guardianships are overused because “the abilities of mentally
disabled persons to manage their personal and financial affairs are diverse and amenable
to growth and development.” 92 Therefore, in limited guardianships, the court fashions
the order “to meet the particular needs of the incapacitated person. The ward is relieved
of specified decision making authority, and the guardian is assigned only those duties and
powers the ward is incapable of exercising.” 93 Limited guardianships remain an
important ideal that has been integrated into many state statutes, but actual use of limited
guardianships remains rare. 94 One appellate court was so concerned about the
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impropriety of a “one-size-fits-all” approach to guardianship, and the potential underuse
of limited guardianships, that it directed all trial courts within its jurisdiction to “make a
determination in all cases . . .whether limited guardianship . . . is appropriate.” 95
Not all commentators agree that continuing reforms are necessary. For example,
one leading scholar contends the best way to effectuate the goals of reformation is
through judicial education and embracement. 96 Legislative reform is only as good as the
judges who preside over guardianship cases: “Only when judges become acculturated to
the existing reforms, and only when they internalize the values embedded in those
reforms, will guardianship truly change.” 97 An example of judicial leadership is found in
New York Court of Appeals Chief Judge Judith Kaye. Judge Kaye announced in her
2005 State of the Judiciary address the establishment of a model guardianship program in
Suffolk County, New York. The model program employed a holistic approach to
guardianships that included judicial specialization, training for family members,
mediation, judicial promptness in responding to problems, the use of volunteers to
monitor the wards’ status after a guardian was appointed, and the creation of a court
examiner specialist who would oversee volunteers and ensure guardian compliance with
report and accounting requirements. 98 In so doing, the New York court hoped to
“provide a more humane, empathetic, and cohesive treatment of its elderly citizens.” 99
9.

The Call for Effective Monitoring Systems.

The call for “more consistent, effective monitoring and accountability relating to
the duties and fiduciary responsibilities of guardians” is not new. 100 Guardianship wards
are not in a position to "effect personal preferences, oversee the guardian's activities or
assert changed conditions." 101 Guardianship reports and accountings are typically selfreported and “[m]istakes, conflicts of interest, and abuses of power may go unnoticed
unless the guardian or a person interested in the welfare of the ward brings it to the
court’s attention.” 102 Monitoring of individual guardianships provides the best
mechanism for balancing state intervention with personal autonomy, and active judicial
oversight is necessary to ensure protection is available and autonomy is preserved. As
stated by a court in Maryland:
[Unlike] an ordinary type of lawsuit in which the court's
role is merely that of fact-finder and adjudicator . . . [the
court] has a much deeper involvement--a much more
significant function--in a guardianship proceeding. "Lest
sight be lost of the fact, we remind all concerned that a
court of equity assumes jurisdiction in guardianship matters
to protect those who, because of illness or other disability,
are unable to care for themselves. In reality the court is the
guardian; an individual who is given that title is merely an
agent or arm of that tribunal in carrying out its sacred
responsibility." 103
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Another commentator aptly described the need for guardianship monitoring as
follows:
Legal intervention, to properly protect the elderly person
experiencing functional incapacity, must take into account
the particular characteristics of the individual and must play
an ongoing role. Because the circumstances of each
guardianship ward are unique and subject to change, the
court, in each case, must consider the personal assistance
and treatment options being made available, implement
appropriate strategies for treatment and recovery, and
monitor outcomes for functional change and revision of
interventive measures. 104
For these reasons, a court should “scrupulously oversee the handling of the affairs
of incompetent persons under their jurisdiction and err on the side of over-supervising
rather than indifference.” 105 Unfortunately, the recurring calls for improved monitoring
systems has not been followed by actual implementation of such systems in many states.
a.
Monitoring Best Practices. Two leading guardianship scholars published
an article in 2002 in which they identified eight elements of guardianship accountability
and monitoring. 106 These elements are summarized as follows:
-

Orientation and Training. "[T]he issue is not whether guardians
need training, but rather, whether the training should be mandatory
or voluntary," and "how the training should be developed[,
delivered,] and financed." 107 Leading states have developed
handbooks, videos, and flowcharts to assist guardians understand
their responsibilities. Other states require that guardians attend
training seminars within a certain amount of time after their
appointments.

-

Standards, Licensing, and Certification. Many states, including
Nevada, now require that professional guardians be licensed and
certified. The National Guardianship Association has developed
uniform standards of practice. Other states require that guardians
be registered.

-

Guardianship Plans. The concept of a forward-looking
guardianship plan has been included in every set of guardianship
recommendations since 1979. 108 The concept is best summarized
by the National Guardianship Association’s standards of practice:
“The guardian should develop and monitor a written plan setting
forth short and long-term goals for the ward’s personal care,
including residential and all medical and psychiatric concerns.
Short-term goals should reflect the first year of guardianship and
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long-term goals should be beyond the first year. The guardianship
plan should be updated no less often than annually." 109
-

Guardian Reports. Many states, including Nevada, require
guardians to file personal status reports and financial accountings.

-

Court Review. The reports and accountings may be superfluous if
they are not reviewed or used to monitor the case. Thus, “[i]f an
annual guardian report is merely going to be placed in a file,
unread or at most given a cursory review, it is nothing but a
palliative that squanders the guardian’s time and energy.” 110 The
Wingspread attendees found review “lacking, qualitatively as well
as quantitatively.” 111 A former President of the National Academy
of Elder Law Attorneys wrote, “[m]ost states provide little or no
oversight of the guardians’ actions, reviewing only accountings
and reacting to petitions or other accusations. Most states offer no
proactive oversight that determines whether the quality of the lives
of wards or conservatees are maintained, let alone enhanced.” 112

-

Role of Judges. “The key to the quality of the guardianship
monitoring is the judge.” 113 The 1991 ABA monitoring study
recommended that courts “designate certain judges to be
responsible for guardianship hearing and review procedures.” The
“continuity in the monitoring process can be gained by . . . having
specific judges and other personnel responsible for monitoring
activities."

-

Funding. Good monitoring requires sufficient resources. Courts
must have funds available for staff, computers, software, training,
and materials. “If the rights of wards are going to be adequately
protected, financing is going to be a key component of any
successful effort.” 114

b.
National Monitoring Data. The AARP Public Policy Institute and ABA
Commission on Law and Aging have examined national monitoring practices in some
detail. In June, 2006, they published the first phase of their study, which is entitled
Guardianship Monitoring: A National Survey of Court Practices . 115 The data was
collected through a national internet-based survey in which 43 states participated. The
findings are summarized as follows: 116
Guardian Reporting and Accounting Requirements
74% of respondents stated their court requires annual personal
status reports.
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83% of respondents reported their court requires annual
accountings of the ward’s finances.
More than 34% of respondents reported their court requires
guardians to file forward-looking plans, although only 10 state
statutes require such plans.
Court Assistance to Guardians
The most common available resource for guardians is courtprovided written instructions or manuals. More than 20% of
respondents reported that no guardian training resources are
available in their jurisdiction.
20% of respondents reported the court routinely sends reporting
and accounting forms to guardians.
40% of respondents reported that no samples of prepared reports
and accountings were available to guardians.
Enforcing Reporting Requirements
64% of respondents reported the court has an effective notification
system in place to alert guardians of report due dates, while 27%
reported there was no such system.
The most common sanction for failure to file reports and
accountings is sending the guardian a notice of delinquency,
followed by entering show cause orders.
Procedures for Review
51% of respondents reported that financial accountings are
reviewed by a court auditor or other court staff for whom this is a
primary responsibility, 27% reported the judge who entered the
order performs the review, and 14% reported a judge is assigned to
review the accountings, 20% of respondents reported that other
court staff conducts the review, and 9% reported that no one has
such responsibility on a regular basis.
37% of respondents reported that a court investigator or other court
staff has the primary task of regularly reviewing personal status
reports, while 31% of the judges who entered the order performed
the review.
Verification, Investigation, and Sanctions
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Over 33% of respondents reported no one is designated to verify
the information in reports and accountings, whereas 16% reported
that someone verifies every report.
Over 40% of respondents reported no one is assigned to visit
individuals under guardianship, whereas 25% reported that
someone visits the ward regularly.
The most common sanction for guardian malfeasance, used by
over 67% of respondents, is removing the guardian and appointing
a successor guardian.
Funding for Monitoring
43% of respondents reported that funding for monitoring is
unavailable or insufficient.
30% of respondents reported their court has no specific funding for
monitoring.
Role of Attorneys
19% of respondents reported that their state bar has clear and
complete ethical guidelines for attorneys representing the
petitioner, guardian, ward, or proposed ward.
The role of the attorney for the incapacitated individual in
monitoring the person’s well-being after a guardian is appointed
varies greatly. 30% of respondents reported the court dismisses
the attorney after the appointment and has no further role. Only
8% reported the attorney remains the attorney of record and
routinely stays actively involved throughout the case.
Court-Community Interaction
11% of respondents reported the court collaborates with
community groups on training.
Over 20% of respondents reported no guardian training resources
are available.
Use of Technology
22% of respondents reported their court does not use computer
technology in monitoring.
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4% of respondents reported their court e-mails guardians about
reporting status.
28% of respondents reported the court has a computerized data
system to track the adult guardianship filings and dispositions.
c.
Identification of Monitoring Practices by Exemplary Courts. In
December, 2007, the AARP Public Policy Institute and ABA Commission on Law and
Aging released the second phase of their study, entitled Guarding the Guardians:
Promising Practices for Court Monitoring. 117 The survey authors developed information
from site visits, interviews, document reviews, and an invitational symposium with
interdisciplinary experts. 118 The courts in Maricopa County, Arizona, Ada County,
Idaho, Suffolk County, New York, and Tarrant County, Texas were identified for
implementing exemplary monitoring practices. The more promising practices were
divided into monitoring categories such as "reports, accounts, and plans," "court actions
to facilitate reporting," "practices to protect assets," "court review of reports and
accounts," "investigation, verification, and sanctions," "computerized database and other
technology," "court links with community groups and other entities," "guardian training
and assistance," and "funding for monitoring." The compilation of these promising
practices can be invaluable to jurisdictions seeking to improve their guardianship
systems. Judges must assert leadership in this regard as the common thread throughout
most promising practices is judicial awareness and activism.
10.

Washoe County Guardianships.

a.
Comparison Between National Monitoring Data and Washoe County
Guardianships. Washoe County adult guardianships are randomly assigned to four
different district judges. The guardianship cases represent a small part of the judge’s
adjudicatory responsibilities. The judges each read their files and prepare for hearings
with their own patterns and perspectives. In general, however, like most courts surveyed
by the GAO, Washoe County judges “spend little of their time on guardianship cases
[and] tend to focus on each case as it comes up on their calendar and find it difficult to
devote the time and resources needed to develop an effective guardianship program.” 119
The court does not have the benefit of common guardianship staff or any staff member
who is specially trained or dedicated to guardianship cases. The court does not have the
benefit of front-end investigators or back-end compliance officers. Specific comparisons
are as follows:
-

Guardian Reporting and Accounting Requirements. Nevada does
require annual reports of person and financial accountings. The
Nevada statute does not require forward-looking guardianship
plans, nor have such plans been required by the Washoe County
courts.
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-

Court Assistance to Guardians. Washoe County does not provide
any guardian training, instructions, or manuals. Washoe County
does not send reporting and accounting forms to guardians.
Washoe County does have guardianship forms available through
the internet and self-help center, but it does not offer any legal
advice regarding these forms. Washoe County does not provide
samples of appropriately-prepared reports and accountings to
guardians.

-

Enforcing Reporting Requirements. Guardians must be
accountable for the welfare of their wards and their stewardship
over their ward's property. The only way to ensure guardian
accountability is by enforcing reporting requirements. Washoe
County does not have an effective notification system to alert
guardians of required due dates for reports and accountings. Some
judicial department clerks review guardianship files for missing or
late reports and accountings. Some judges issues orders directing
guardians to file late or missing reports and accountings.

-

Procedures for Review. Washoe County does not have a formal
mechanism for judicial review of personal status reports. The
reports are filed with the clerk of court and not transmitted to
judicial chambers for review. Any review of the reports is
performed by the judge to whom the guardianship is assigned or
that judge’s clerk staff immediately before any next-scheduled
hearing, if any. If no such hearing is scheduled the reports are not
reviewed. Financial accountings must be set for hearing. There is
no court staff with the primary responsibility for ensuring reports
and accountings are filed, nor is there any staff to audit or verify
financial accountings. Accountings are reviewed by the judge or
clerk staff immediately before the hearing on the accounting.

-

Verification, Investigation, and Sanctions. Washoe County, unlike
some other jurisdictions, has no requirement that an independent
party or court personnel determine the accuracy of personal status
reports and accountings. 120 Washoe County does not have any
judicial staff resources to verify the information contained in the
reports and accountings. Washoe County does not have any
judicial staff resources to investigate the contents of the
appointment petition or other papers filed within the case.

-

Funding for Monitoring. The Second Judicial District Court does
not have any funding for monitoring efforts, nor does it have any
judicial staff resources to visit the wards.
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-

Role of Attorneys. Nevada does not have clear and complete
ethical guidelines for attorneys appearing in guardianship cases.
Legal aid attorneys are available for appointment on a case-by-case
basis through the Washoe County Senior Law Project. The
duration of attorney involvement depends on the facts of each case.

-

Court-Community Interaction. Washoe County does not have any
collaborative relationships with community groups to provide
training for guardians.

-

Use of Technology. Washoe County does not use computer
technology for monitoring purposes. Washoe County does not
communicate through e-mail regarding reports and accountings.
Washoe County does not use guardianship case management
software.

b.
Special Advocates For Elders (SAFE). Washoe County does benefit from
a non-county organization entitled Special Advocates for Elders (SAFE). SAFE was
identified as one of twelve promising practice ideas by the State Court Partnerships with
the Aging Network. 121 SAFE is patterned after the Court Appointed Special Advocate
(CASA) model in which volunteer visitors provide reports to the court. SAFE was
conceptualized in 1998 by several local guardianship stakeholders, including a judge, a
legal services attorney, a professor who oversaw age-related studies at the local
university, the Nevada Chief of Elder Rights, the County CASA Director, private
professional guardians, and private guardianship attorneys.
SAFE was initially funded by two small grants. The first cadre of SAFE
volunteers graduated from their training program in 2000. SAFE hired its first Director
in May, 2001. SAFE is presently funded by the Nevada Division for Aging Services and
a private charitable foundation. SAFE did receive a $5,000.00 grant from Washoe
County in 2006 and is located within the court complex at no expense to the program.
Nonetheless, funding is nominal and the program lacks financial stability because it has
no permanent funding source.
SAFE volunteers are involved with 75-80 cases at any time, and they have
participated in over 200 cases since its inception. SAFE volunteers are typically
appointed when the court perceives the ward's need for an advocate because of apparent
conflicts between guardianship petitioners. SAFE has therefore grown from a visitor role
into an advocacy role because most Washoe County wards are not represented by counsel
or guardians ad litem.
Similar programs have been used in other jurisdictions, but with lesser emphasis
upon advocacy. For example, the AARP Legal Counsel for the Elderly initiated a
monitoring project featuring the use of trained volunteers to be the “eyes and ears” of the
court and serving as court visitors, auditors, and records researchers. Volunteers can
assist the court verify information in reports and accountings, and identify problems or
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other concerns. “To be successful, a volunteer program needs program organization and
development; procedures for volunteer recruiting, screening, and doing background
checks; written mission skills, and knowledge about the subject matter; and support and
commitment to the program by the supervising agency.” 122 As noted later in this report,
SAFE should be an integral part of the Washoe County guardianship system.
c.
Previously-Identified Problems with Washoe County Guardianships.
Washoe County commissioned a report on public guardianships in 2006. The Report on
the Washoe County Guardianship System and Community Satisfaction Regarding the
Washoe County Public Guardian’s Office was prepared by private attorney Terry
Hammond, who is also the Executive Director of the National Guardianship Association.
Mr. Hammond offered the following conclusions regarding all guardianships in Washoe
County:
-

[L]ocal judges have turned to SAFE and the Senior Law Project
because the Nevada statutory scheme does not mandate the
appointment of a guardian ad litem on every guardianship case (as
in many jurisdictions around the country), nor does the statutory
scheme mandate a court monitoring system to ensure that
guardians are being properly managed. The guardianship
community clearly would welcome a formal system which would
mandate legal representation in every guardianship case as well as
a refined court monitoring system.

-

The Nevada statute should be modified to require a formal court
monitoring system for jurisdictions in metropolitan areas.

-

The Nevada statute should be modified to require an attorney ad
litem in every guardianship case.

-

The use of temporary guardianships should be monitored and
minimized. 123

d.
Local Stakeholder Concerns and Recommendations. In April, 2007,
Washoe County convened a two-day guardianship conference entitled A Bridge to the
Future. The conference began with introductory remarks from the Chief Justice of the
Nevada Supreme Court and the Washoe County Manager. More than 100 local
stakeholders, such as judges, private and public guardians, private and public attorneys,
private and public social workers, physicians, geriatric care managers, academicians, and
care facility representatives, attended the conference. The attendees prioritized several
specific recommendations for change, which were separated into categories of "courts,
community, and rights of wards." Most of the recommendations follow Wingspan
recommendations and action steps, and are generally set forth in Section 13 of this article.
The conference ended with the creation of fourteen committee working groups to
continue the momentum for change.
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11.

Survey of Washoe County Guardianships. 124

a.
Survey Trends. There is no system-wide information about Washoe
County guardianships, other than the number of cases opened and closed. Between
January 1, 2000 and June 30, 2006, there were 1,404 adult guardianships filed in Washoe
County. As of January 6, 2007, there were 1,039 open adult guardianships in Washoe
County. The author collected data from 351 randomly-selected guardianship files, which
constitute 25% of the guardianships filed between January 1, 2000 and June 30, 2006.
The only method to selecting guardianship files for review was that an equal number of
files were reviewed for each of the representative years. The preliminary findings are
summarized as follows:
-

75% of the wards were between the ages of 60 and 99, and the
average age within this group was 75.

-

12% of the wards were between the ages of 40 and 59.

-

13% of the wards were between the ages of 18 and 39.

-

64% of the guardianships began with the appointment of a
temporary guardian.

-

30% of the petitions sought a permanent guardian only.

-

3% of the petitions sought temporary authority only.

-

2% of the files were “empty,” meaning there was nothing filed
after the initial petition.

-

1% of the petitions were withdrawn before an order was entered.

-

1% of the petitions for temporary guardianship were either set for
hearing or denied. The balance of petitions for temporary
guardianship was granted.

-

85% of the petitions sought authority over the person and estate.

-

8% of the petitions sought authority over the person only.

-

3% of the petitions sought authority over the estate only.

-

4% of the petitions did not state the authority sought.

-

88% of the petitions sought general authority.

-

7% of the petitions sought special authority.
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-

5% of the petitions did not state whether general or special
authority was sought.
-

76% of the petitions seeking special authority by caption
requested specific, limited authority, whereas 24% of the
petitions seeking special authority by caption actually
requested general, non-specified authority.

-

1% of the petitions seeking special authority included a
functional assessment.

-

5% of all guardianship files contained misfiled documents from
other guardianship files.

-

52% of the appointment orders were not compliant because they
were missing residency statements or the names and addresses of
relatives within the second degree of consanguinity.

-

42% of the files were missing notices of entry of order.

-

12% of the guardians did not have letters of guardianship issued.

-

A guardian ad litem was appointed in 1% of the cases.

-

12% of the wards were represented by attorneys.

-

An investigator was appointed in 1 case.

-

A SAFE volunteer was appointed in 10% of the cases.

-

39% of the wards attended the first hearing.

-

28% of the estate cases were granted summary administration
status.

-

48% of the files were missing inventories.
-

-

30% of the files were missing reports of person.
-

-

Of the inventories filed, 44% were filed late.

62% of the reports of person were filed late.

18% of the files were missing financial accountings.
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-

59% of the financial accountings were filed late.

The average length of time between the ward’s death and the
petition to terminate the guardianship was 9.4 months.

b.
Additional Problems Identified. The survey focused on procedural
requirements to the exclusion of substantive content. Substantial, recurring problems
were noted regarding petition contents, notice procedures, sale procedures, and
procedures by which the ward's property was distributed when the guardianship was
terminated. Additional problems identified were that several files had no activity since
the letters of guardianship were issued, some financial accountings were never heard by
the court, and some temporary guardianships were terminated without an accounting.
There was no continuity of orders and papers. For example, accountings ranged from
mere copies of bank statements (sometimes inches thick), through copies of check
registers without explanations, to comprehensive reports prepared by certified public
accountants. There were few summary statements associated with the accountings. There
were no orders referencing or requesting invoices or receipts. Inventories were also
inconsistently prepared, and post-2003 inventories were almost always noncompliant.
Clerk staff minutes were inconsistent and often unhelpful in understanding what occurred
at hearings. A significant percentage of medical evidence appeared rote and unrelated to
the ward's functionality. The costs of guardianship are troubling, particularly when such
costs impair the ward's ability to subsist in the least restrictive environment. There was
no consistency in the imposition of bonds and bond amounts. Finally, Washoe County
judges may approve too many temporary guardianship petitions, which are frequently
entered without notice, appearance, or representation.
12.

Suggested Reforms.

Washoe County is committed to its elderly population, as demonstrated by its
written plan to develop a "human services strategy to aid its growing senior
population." 125 The County included guardianships within its plan: “The need for
guardianships for older adults is anticipated to increase with growing population. . . .
Once guardianships have been established, volunteers, such as SAFE advocates, can be
important in providing case oversight and contact with the elder.” The goals of local
reform should be substantive compliance, consistency, predictability, and judicial
efficiency. Consistent with these themes, the following reforms are suggested for further
review, discussion, and implementation.
a.
Judicial Specialization. Washoe County has a dedicated probate
department with a full-time commissioner, specialized probate assistant, and support
staff. A similar model exists for probates and guardianships in Clark County, Nevada
(Las Vegas). There are no comparable resources for the administration of guardianship
cases in Washoe County. According to one commentator, the distinction between a
vibrant living person and the administration of that person's affairs upon death is
important to make:
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The wrapping up of a decedent's affairs, the collection of
assets and the distribution of property are basically
administrative functions. Probate estate administration
deals primarily with the orderly movement of property.
Continuous close court oversight may be neither necessary
nor desirable. Guardianship, on the other hand, is about
people, not property. It's about removing or limiting a
person's right of self-determination. The court uses its
power to give one person the ability and the responsibility
to make complex life-choice decisions concerning the
personal, social and legal rights of another person. 126
As noted earlier, the key to guardianship monitoring is the judge. Judicial
specialization is beneficial because “of the specialized nature of cases involving
incapacitated persons,” and the judge’s “need to be familiar with the complexities of case
management and surrogate decision-making for individuals with complicated mental and
medical problems.” 127 As described by two commentators:
The judge often has wide latitude in shaping court practices
in guardian oversight. The judge may determine how
frequently reports are filed in jurisdictions that allow
discretion, what the reports should look like, what
assistance guardians will have in preparation of the report,
how the reports will be tracked and reviewed, whether
investigators will follow up on “red flag" items, whether
sanctions will be imposed, how the complaint process will
be handled, and whether funds will be sought for resources
monitoring. 128
The family division within the Second Judicial District Court already recognizes
judicial specialization in many subject areas. For the reasons stated herein, it is suggested
that a single judge in Washoe County be given responsibility for the administration of
adult guardianships.
b.
Staff Specialization. As noted, there are four district judges currently
adjudicating adult guardianships. There are also eight different court clerks who assist
the judges during guardianship hearings. The level of staff assistance varies among
judicial departments, yet there is no staff member with primary responsibility for adult
guardianships. There is no specific guardianship training available to the clerk staff.
Judicial specialization should also include judicial staff specialization and training.
c.
Creation of a Para-Professional Guardianship Specialist Position. While
overall administration of guardianships is a judicial function, the specific management of
guardianships may be delegated to a highly trained and experienced guardianship
specialist. It is therefore suggested that a single staff position be created to assist with the
administration of guardianships. The guardianship specialist can assist with the reforms
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set forth in this report. The guardianship specialist can assist in both front- and back-end
matters in collaboration with the guardianship judge. The guardian specialist can be
particularly helpful in training guardians and coordinating with the SAFE program.
d.
Front-End Investigations; Pre-Review of Petitions and Orders;
Dissemination of Pre-Hearing Status. The sequential methodology for determining
capacity is set forth in the book Judicial Determination of Capacity of Older Adults in
Guardianship Proceedings. 129 In sum, the judge must screen the case, gather additional
information as available, and conduct a hearing to determine capacity. As part of the
process, the court should examine the proposed ward's medical condition, cognition,
functionality, values and preferences, risks and level of supervision, and means to
enhance capacity. The court should also develop a plan for overseeing the guardian.
These tasks simply cannot be performed within the existing system in which judges
review their case files the day before or the day of the initial hearing and proposed orders
are given to the judge at the hearing in open court. Additionally, it is difficult for judges
to meaningfully analyze the adequacy of notice requirements. The AARP recommends
that an investigator be appointed in every temporary guardianship, either before the
hearing or within 48 hours after the appointment of a temporary guardian. 130
Investigators can also inform wards of the impending action, the right to oppose the
action, the right to attend the hearing, and the right to be represented by counsel.
Investigators can make recommendations to the judge regarding the propriety or
impropriety of guardianship intervention. Much of this work can be done by a
guardianship specialist in collaboration with SAFE volunteers. Judges have used SAFE
volunteers as investigators with great success.
The Washoe County Probate Commissioner and the Clark County Probate and
Guardianship Commissioners preview all petitions, papers, and proposed orders to
determine statutory compliance. The Commissioners have developed a notice system to
petitioners through the internet of approved and deficient matters. It is suggested that a
similar model be developed for Washoe County guardianships. By so doing, judicial
resources will be made more efficient, while consistency and compliance are enhanced.
e.
Development of Training and Reference Materials. Guardians must
understand what is expected of them before they can be accountable to the court. For
example, guardians should know how to access and possess the ward's financial accounts,
segregate the ward's financial accounts from the guardian's accounts, perfect control of
real property, and protect personal property. Guardians should also know their back-end
reporting, accounting, and petitioning responsibilities, and have an information source
when post-appointment issues arise. As but one example of many, the parties at the
hearing could be immediately referred to a compliance conference with the guardianship
specialist or a SAFE volunteer. For these reasons, Washoe County should develop
specific training and reference materials for guardians.
f.
Development of Model Orders, Inventories, Reports, and Accountings.
As noted elsewhere in this report, there is virtually no consistency with inventories,
reports, and accountings. The inconsistencies create judicial inefficiencies and increase
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the risks of error. A model appointment order could include the dates by which the
inventory, reports, and accountings are due. The order could also include the date for the
hearing on the next annual accounting.
g.
Development of Forward-Looking Plans. As noted elsewhere in this
report, the use of forward-looking plans is helpful when monitoring the adequacy of
guardianship intervention. These plans are essential for wards with limited capacity
because capacity is situational. These plans also help guardians understand the important
nature of their work and the standards by which they will be reviewed.
h.
Back-End Monitoring. "To adequately protect the ward, the court must
conduct more than just a paper review of the guardian's report of the circumstances. [The
court] must investigate the validity of the report and determine whether activities of the
guardian reflect the purposes of the guardianship. The only sure way to accomplish this
is for a non-involved person, such as a court-appointed visitor, to get out of the
courthouse and into 'the field' to investigate. Such a visitor could talk to the ward,
interview caregivers, inspect living arrangements and prepare a report to the court." 131
Accountings should be "accurate, complete, and verifiable," yet Washoe County does not
have a satisfactory system for reviewing reports or accountings. 132 The court should
develop a protocol for auditing select financial accountings, to include periodically
requesting invoices and receipts. The SAFE program could be a remarkable, costefficient resource for these monitoring tasks.
i.
Respond to the Potential Overuse of Temporary Guardianships.
Temporary guardianships should be the exception rather than the rule, and as noted,
temporary guardianship should not become an “automatic doorway” to permanent
guardianship that bypasses procedural safeguards. 133 A collaborative system-wide
analysis of temporary guardianships appears warranted.
j.
Develop Standards for Identifying, Appointing, and Supporting Special
Guardianships. There appears to be a heightened reliance upon standard medical labels
to the detriment of accurate functionality assessments. As a result, the special
guardianship mechanism appears to be underused in Washoe County. A collaborative
system-wide analysis of special guardianships appears warranted.
k.
Development of Mediation Alternatives. Washoe County judges who
preside over family disputes are statutorily required to pursue nontraditional methods of
dispute resolution. 134 Guardianships implicate complex family dynamics. Unfortunately,
the ward bears much of the expenses associated with familial disputes. Washoe County
provides mediation for dissolution actions and state-initiated terminations of parental
rights. It is suggested that a mediation model for conflicted guardianship participants is
appropriate.
l.
Identify Additional Funding Sources. The specialist judge should be
tasked with the responsibility of identifying nontraditional and creative revenue sources
to assist with the substantial reforms suggested in this report.
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m.
Development of Computerized Guardianship Case Management. Washoe
County could improve its monitoring efforts through specialized technology. Washoe
County could also track the details of its guardianships through specialized technology.
n.
Analysis of Guardianship Costs Borne by the Ward, and Development of
Cost-Efficient Models using Public Guardians, Private Guardians, Public Attorneys, and
Private Attorneys. The aggregate costs of guardianship are generally paid from the
ward's estate. Some wards suffer total depletion of their resources during the
guardianship, which alters the ways in which they live the last season of their lives.
Resource protection should be an important, but not dispositive consideration in every
guardianship. A collaborative system-wide analysis of administrative expenses appears
warranted.
o.
Development and Strengthening of SAFE Program. The benefits of a
well-trained cadre of volunteers are recommended by virtually all national guardianship
experts. The Washoe County judges and guardianship community should be commended
for their foresight and leadership in working with the SAFE program. SAFE is an
essential component of a successful Washoe County guardianship system. While
adjustments to the current program may be necessary, SAFE provides trained,
compassionate volunteers who are willing to help the judges assist elderly guardianship
wards. This valuable resource should not be compromised or ignored. It is suggested
that the SAFE Director and necessary staff be assimilated into Washoe County as a
permanent feature of guardianship administration.
13.

Conclusion.

The Latin question Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodies? has been translated to mean
Who shall oversee the overseer; Who is guarding the guardian; and Who will watch the
watcher? 135 Regardless of the question’s ancient origins, its contemporary meaning
remains clear: those with responsibilities for others must themselves be responsible.
Judges abdicate their responsibilities when they fail to monitor guardians and fail to
demand guardianship accountability. Guardianship wards suffer the necessary indignity
of state intervention. Judges may ameliorate that indignity by ensuring guardians are
appointed only when necessary, impose limitations when possible, and appropriately
sanction guardian malfeasance. These actions cannot occur without an improved
guardianship system and effective monitoring of guardians. There is a tsunami of
Americans approaching their “golden years.” Courts must do better now, and prepare
better for the future as the wave of elderly citizens is observable on the horizon.
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